
ABOUT DRIFTING: 
 
What is it?  Drifting is just a cornering technique which sees the driver have the car as sideways as possible, for as long as feasible, with as 
much smoke and tyre squeal as can be mustered.  
 

When did it start?  Becoming popular a bit more popular in the USA during the Mid nineties, it took Europe even longer to catch on.  Drifting is 
said to have first being seen in the Japanese Touring Car Series in the seventies!  One Kunimitsu Takahashi is credited with being the first to 
use this technique.  However it’s fair to say that all racing drivers have always had cars sideways for kicks, so it’s probably unfair to talk about 
the ’roots’ of drifting.    
 

Why the mountain racing then?  Street racer, Keiichi Tsuchiya  released a video in 1977 called “Pluspy” which became a cult hit—it was a video 
of him practicing his drifting technique on windy mountain roads.  This earned him the nickname “Dorikin” which means Drift King.  He credit’s 
Takahashi as having inspired him. 
 

When did it become popular?  In Japan, by the mid nineties it was a popular sub-culture for the street racers which meant heavily modified Japa-
nese sports cars drifting for pleasure in front of crowds.  By August 2003 the first non-Japanese drift competition took place at the Irwindale 
Speedway in the USA.   Participants included Kazuya Bai, Fumiaki Komatsu, Seigou Yamamoto, Yoshinori Koguchi, Yasuyuki Kazama, Nobushige 
Kumakubo, Yuuki Izumida, Yasuyuki Kazama, Katsuhiro Ueo, Ken Gushi, Ernie Fixmer,  Seigou Yamamoto  
 

First Drift game?  1993 Shotuko Battle for SNES. 
 

DRIFT TECHNIQUES  
 
Lift off Drift This is performed at race speeds, when entering a high speed corner a driver lifts his foot off the throttle to induce a mild over 
steer and then balances the drift through steering and throttle motions. (note: the car that is being used for this style of drift should be a neu-
tral balanced car therefore the over steer will induce itself, if the car plows through any turn this technique will not work).  
 

Braking Drift This is performed by trail braking into a corner, then loss of grip is obtained and then balance through 
steering and throttle motions. (note: this is mainly for medium to low speed corners).  
 

Flick Drift This is performed by rocking the car towards the outside of a turn and then using the rebound of grip to 
throw the car into the normal cornering direction. (note this is heavy rally racing technique used to change vehicle 
attitudes during cornering, mainly tight mountain corners).  
 

Clutch Kick This is performed by depressing the clutch pedal on approach or during a mild drift to give a sudden 
jolt through the driveline to upset rear traction.  
 

Emergency Brake Drift This technique is very basic, pull the E-Brake or (side brake) to induce rear traction loss and 
balance drift through steering and throttle play. (note: this can also be used to correct errors or fine tune drift an-
gles).  
 

Dirt Drop Drift This is performed by dropping the rear tires off the road into the dirt to maintain or gain drift angle 
without losing power or speed and to set up for the next turn. (note this technique is very useful for low horsepower 
cars).  
 

Jump Drift In this technique the rear tire on the inside of a turn or apex is bounced over a curb to lose traction re-
sulting in over steer.  
 

Power Over This performed when entering a corner and using full throttle to produce heavy oversteer (tail slide 
through the turn. note: needs horsepower to make this happen).  
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INITIAL D: Story   
Initial D is about a young Japanese ’lad’,Takumi Fujiwara. He has been delivering Tofu every morning 
for his Dad's shop since he was young.  Initially dis-interested, his dad, Bunta Fujiwara taught him to 
be a great race car driver. When Takumi was forced to race with the ‘Red Suns’ in his Dad's AE86 Tru-
eno he started to get interested in racing and the story moves forward. 

 
COMIC & ANIME SERIES:   

Inspired by Wangan Midnight (see elsewhere), Initial D appeared first in 1996 as a 200 page manga 
comic/book.  Wangan is about Highway racing, whereas Initial D focuses on Touge (mountain pass) rac-
ing. The series is created by one Shigeno Shuichi. After dozens of books, It soon became an Anime se-
ries (part CGI, part hand-drawn). The series is known as ‘Initial D 1st Stage/2nd Stage/3rd Stage’. The 
movie is ‘Extra Stage’. 


